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Abstract—In recent years the concept of chaos-based computing has emerged as a way to harness the rich state space of chaotic systems for robust computation. Potential advantages of such chaotic computational elements include improved security in the form of logic obfuscation and power analysis mitigation. For example, the chaotic nature of computation leads to a chaotic power profile that is difficult to use for side-channel attacks. In this paper, we explore the construction of chaotic logic gates based on Chua’s circuit. We propose a two-dimensional chaotic logic gate that utilizes the two state variables of Chua’s circuit to implement all possible two-input logic functions. Further, the likelihood of any logic function is shown to approach 1/16 as the evolution time of the gate is increased. Equally likely functions are beneficial from a security perspective in that the power profile and potentially the logic itself can be obfuscated from potential attackers. It is difficult to determine the effective logic function without knowledge of past states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Limits in semiconductor device scaling as well as power and thermal constraints have led to the need for novel approaches to improving the performance of computer architectures. In recent years, a common approach has been to implement multi-core and even many-core processors that leverage parallelism. However, not all applications benefit from parallelism. A few novel approaches such as neuromorphic computing also continue to draw attention as possible ways to move beyond the limits of traditional von Neumann architectures. In this paper we explore another non-traditional computing paradigm: chaos based computing, that leverages the rich state space of chaotic oscillators to quickly converge on a solution.

The use of chaotic dynamical systems for computation was first proposed in [7]. The early approaches focused on using chains of coupled chaotic elements to perform arithmetic operations. Later approaches focused more on the implementation of logic gates. A logic gate capable of implementing the $AB, A+B, \overline{A},$ and $A \oplus B$ functions using threshold controlled chaotic elements was proposed in [6]. This implementation used a single iteration of the logistic map. In the same paper, a gate using Chua’s circuit is described that can implement the functions $AB$ and $A+B$. A logic gate capable of implementing eight logic functions, $AB, A+B, \overline{AB}, \overline{A}+\overline{B}, A \oplus B, A \oplus \overline{B},$ ON and OFF, was proposed in [5]. This last chaotic gate design leverages multiple iterations of the logistic map to allow for the implementation of any of the eight functions at different points in time and for different control conditions.

The gate proposed by Ditto et al. [5] is a one-dimensional gate as it depends on one state variable of the chaotic oscillator. The example gate described in [5] has two digital inputs, one output and, as mentioned above, is able to implement 8 of the 16 possible two-input logic functions. This limitation in the possible functions stems from the fact that the initial state is a function of the sum of the inputs. Thus, inputs $\{0,1\}$ and $\{1,0\}$ are indistinguishable from each other. In this paper we propose a two-dimensional gate using Chua’s circuit [1,2]. By assigning each of the two inputs to its own state variable in Chau’s circuit, the gate is able to implement all 16 2-input logic functions.

Implementing a chaotic logic gate requires more hardware than standard CMOS gates. As a result, it is desirable to increase the functionality of a single gate as much as possible. The two-dimensional gate has the additional benefit of having two outputs, making it capable of performing two different logic operations simultaneously, effectively doubling its functionality.

Another potential advantage of the two-dimensional chaotic gate proposed here is a more normal distribution of possible functions (frequency of functions) centered at 1/16. More specifically, the likelihoods for most of the possible functions over the state space of the system are equalized as the circuit evolves in time. A normal distribution for the frequency of functions is desirable from a security perspective in that the underlying operations of a circuit constructed with such gates can be obfuscated from potential attacks.

The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. The one-dimensional chaotic logic gate is described in section 2 along with the Chua’s circuit. In section 3, a two-dimensional chaotic logic gate is described. Experimental results for the two-dimensional gate are provided in section 4. Concluding remarks are provided in section 5.
II. BACKGROUND

A. The One-Dimensional Chaotic Logic Gate

A one-dimensional chaotic logic gate was first described by Ditto et al. [5]. The gate uses a chaotic oscillator (e.g., Chua’s function or logistic map) to determine the functionality of the logic gate at any given time. Consider the schematic of the one-dimensional chaotic logic gate as shown in Fig. 1. A generic chaotic oscillator is represented by the box labeled ‘Ch’. The signal going into the box from the left is the initial condition and the output signal coming from the right side of the box is the state variable. The initial condition is formed by the sum of the analog control input \( x_h \) and two digital inputs \( A \) and \( B \), each of which are converted to an analog value with multiplication with a constant weighting factor \( \delta \). The digital output \( Y \) is generated using the comparator with a threshold voltage \( x_{th} \).

The logic functionality of the gate can be altered by varying the control input \( x_h \), weighting factor \( \delta \), or the threshold \( x_{th} \). If the chaotic oscillator is seen as a pseudorandom number generator, then \( x_h \) and \( \delta \) determine the seed and \( x_{th} \) converts the analog output into a digital 0 or 1.

For a generic two-input reconfigurable logic gate, there are sixteen possible logic functions. However, for the one-dimensional chaotic logic gate [5] the input sets \{0,1\} and \{1,0\} will produce the same initial condition so the output for these two input sets will be identical. This restriction on the outputs reduces the number of possible logic operations the gate can perform to eight. These logic functions are as follows: OFF, \( AB \), \( A+B \), \( \overline{A+B} \), \( A \oplus B \), \( \overline{A} \oplus B \), \( A \oplus \overline{B} \), \( \overline{A} \oplus \overline{B} \), ON.

B. Chua’s Circuit

At the heart of the chaotic logic gate shown in Fig. 1 is the chaotic oscillator \( Ch \). One possible implementation is Chua’s circuit (Fig. 2), an electronic oscillator capable of exhibiting chaotic behavior [1, 2]. Components \( R \), \( C \), \( L \) and \( G \) are all standard linear passive components. The key element responsible for producing chaotic behavior is the Chua diode, \( G_N \). This Chua diode is a nonlinear (piecewise linear in practice) negative resistor. When the absolute value of the voltage across the Chua diode is below some threshold, the resistance will be \( G_{NL} \). For voltages higher than the threshold, the resistance will be \( G_{NH} \). The Chua’s circuit will exhibit double scroll chaotic behavior as shown in Fig. 3 with the proper component values. The effective values used for the circuit in Fig. 2 to produce the results of Fig. 3 are as follows: \( L=14.3 \text{mH}, C_1=10 \text{nF}, C_2=100 \text{nF}, R=1.43 \text{KΩ}, G_{NL}=-1.25 \text{KΩ}, \) and \( G_{NH}=-2 \text{KΩ} \).

C. Experimental Implementation of Chua’s Circuit

The double scroll in Fig. 3 is achieved experimentally via the circuit shown in Fig. 4. For experimental purposes, the Chua diode was implemented using a negative impedance converter and the inductor was implemented using a gyrator circuit. These respective components are highlighted in the schematic shown in Fig. 4. The negative impedance converter is composed of an op-amp and resistors \( R_{N1} \) to \( R_{N3} \) [3]. The resistance of this circuit as seen from the non-inverting input of the op-amp is equal to \( R = -\frac{R_{N1}R_{N3}}{R_{N2}} \). This resistance is equal to the low voltage resistance \( G_{NL} \) of the Chua diode. As was done in [2], two diodes in series with \( R_{N4} \) provide the nonlinearity of the Chua diode. When the voltage across the Chua diode exceeds the threshold voltage of the diodes, they conduct, adding the resistor \( R_{N4} \) in parallel with \( G_{NL} \). \( R_{N4} \) is selected so that the parallel combination of \( R_{N4} \) and \( G_{NL} \) equals \( G_{NH} \). The resistor values used in the implementation of the effective Chua diode circuit are as follows: \( R_{N1}=220 \text{Ω}, R_{N2}=15 \text{KΩ}, R_{N3}=82 \text{KΩ}, R_{N4}=3.3 \text{KΩ} \). For experimental purposes, the op-amp is a TL072.

The gyrator circuit [4] in Fig. 4 is composed of the second op-amp, \( R_{L1}, R_{L2}, \) and \( C_{L1} \). This circuit will provide an inductance \( L = R_{L1}R_{L2}C_{L1} \) in series with a parasitic resistance \( R_{L1} \) and in parallel with parasitic impedance formed by the series combination of \( R_{L2} \) and \( C_{L1} \). To prevent these parasitic impedances from affecting the circuit significantly, \( R_{L1} \) is made small while \( R_{L2} \) and \( C_{L1} \) are selected to have high impedances. The component values used in the gyrator circuit are as follows: \( R_{L1}=10 \text{Ω}, R_{L2}=150 \text{KΩ}, C_{L1}=10 \text{nF} \), and the op-amp is a TL072.
III. A TWO-DIMENSIONAL CHAOTIC LOGIC GATE

Though some logic functions are achievable with the one-dimensional chaotic gate, it may be desirable to generate all functions via a purely chaotic gate. Such an implementation may also be of value in that little additional logic circuitry is required. The two-dimensional gate solves the problem of implementing all 16 logic functions and also provides a second output resulting in a gate that is able to implement two logic functions simultaneously. Since a single chaotic oscillator, such as Chua’s circuit, can be used to implement two gates, the use of the two-dimensional gate can result in a reduction in hardware and power as compared to the one-dimensional gate.

The two-dimensional chaotic logic gate sets two state variables to initial conditions based on the two digital inputs and two control inputs. Two digital outputs are generated based on the two state variables. Since different initial conditions are allowed to evolve for some amount of time, the state diagram can be obtained.

A schematic of the two-dimensional chaotic logic gate is shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen in the figure, two state variables of the chaotic oscillator Ch can be initialized. Each state variable has an associated control input, \( x_{g,A} \) and \( x_{g,B} \). The digital inputs, \( A \) and \( B \), are multiplied by weighting factors \( \delta_A \) and \( \delta_B \), respectively, and added to the respective control inputs. The state variables associated with each input are initialized to \( x_A(0) = x_{o,A} = \delta_A A + x_{g,A} \) and \( x_B(0) = x_{o,B} = \delta_B B + x_{g,B} \). The state variables \( x_A \) and \( x_B \) are then allowed to evolve for some specified amount of time. The digital outputs are obtained in the same way as the one-dimensional gate. Comparators are used to test if a state variable is above or below the threshold \( x_{th} \) producing digital outputs \( Y_A \) and \( Y_B \).

The operation of the two-dimensional chaotic logic gate can be understood using the output response graph in Fig. 6. This graph plots the outputs of the two comparators after 2.5ms versus the two initial conditions, \( x_{o,A} \) and \( x_{o,B} \). The digital outputs for any combination of control inputs and digital inputs can be found using these diagrams. Each set of digital inputs, \( (0,0), (0,1), (1,0), \) and \( (1,1) \), will map to a different point in the state diagram, as illustrated by the orange box in Fig. 6. Since each digital input controls a separate state variable, the points corresponding to the digital input sets can be arranged in a box on the output response graph. The weighting of the digital inputs based on factors \( \delta_A \) and \( \delta_B \) will determine the size of the box. The two control inputs \( x_{g,A} \) and \( x_{g,B} \) will determine the location of the box on the output response. By changing the control inputs, the box can be moved and any logic function can be obtained.

![Digital Output YA](image1.png)

Fig. 6. Output response for the digitized state variable \( Y_A \), for the prototyped 2D chaotic gate based on Chua’s circuit. 8-bit digital to analog converters (DACs) were used to generate the two initial conditions. Counters were used to cycle through all possible initial conditions. The digital outputs were read after a set period of time (2.5ms) by a Tektronix TLA7012 logic analyzer.
Fig. 7. Probability of functions for output $Y_A$ of the two-dimensional chaotic gate.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 7 shows results for output $Y_A$ of the two-dimensional chaotic gate. The frequency of functions is plotted for each gate function and five different evolution times. As can be seen in the figure, each function is capable of being implemented. The frequency of functions is much greater for the “ON” and “OFF” functions as a result of the large overlapping patches of one and zero output shown in the output response in Fig. 6. As the evolution time of the gate is increased, the patches become smaller resulting in more equal distributions of gate functions as shown in Fig. 7. The results also indicate that the likelihood of achieving any function slowly increases (or decreases in terms of “ON” and “OFF”) towards 0.0625 (1/16) which is desirable.

It is not necessarily the case that the likelihoods will equalize as the circuit is allowed to evolve or if we have simply chosen the incorrect threshold and is thus biasing a 0 or 1 in the output. If the output threshold $x_0$ of the gate is changed, the distribution of the output values will also change which would result in a different gate function distribution.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a two-dimensional chaotic logic gate based on the Chua’s circuit has been proposed and implemented. This gate is able to implement all 16 possible two-input logic functions and has two outputs such that it can perform two separate logic functions simultaneously. Further, the two outputs of the two-dimensional gate effectively doubles its functionality over the one-dimensional gate. In other words, the two-dimensional gate acts like two one-dimensional gates that each use only a single Chua’s circuit.

The work in this paper has only explored a two-dimensional gate. The Chua’s circuit has three state variables. In theory it is possible to make a three-dimensional gate that is capable of three digital inputs and three outputs. In practice, setting and reading the third state variable, the inductor current, is complicated by the fact that the capacitor $C_{L1}$, whose voltage is proportional to the inductor current, is not grounded. Using the third state variable would require more hardware, but this may be justified based on increased functionality.
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